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CUR ATOR WORDS
The last half of a very politically tumultuous 2014
in Hong Kong witnessed the evident rise of what
would be globally recognised as “The Umbrella
Movement “or “The Umbrella Revolution”. For
almost three months starting from the week of
China’s National Day Ceremonies in September
2014, 100.000 protestors and students took to
the streets of Central and Admiralty districts to
stand for general universal suffrage in the city.
Universal suffrage to Hong Kongers are a supposed power of the people to democratically
elect their own Chief Executive by 2017, free from
Mainland China’s influence, and as explicitly defined within the Hong Kong Basic Law Article 45
promising the measure.
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ing tents for sleeping plus make-shift shelters and
study areas, make it evident that while rare, creative protests can occur in this city given the space
to do so. For Wanderlister.com’s “Architecture”themed collaboration with Kapok, I ask four Architecture studios, based in Hong Kong and founded
in the politically turbulent year that was 2014, to
consider a “New Hong Kong”, one that is not necessarily transformed, but in essence, a Hong Kong
unveiled that is truer to itself as manifestation
post the Umbrella Revolution. A utopic manifesto
this is not. However, we simply aim to reveal
through this exhibition, a picture of a city in flux
through its absurd truths and elemental beauty
via architectural practitioners who find it their
mission to build here and now, in this small South
However many have speculated that while the China island city where its fate is still intrinsically
point of contention and the fuel to the fire, was tied to what its constituents make of it, wherever
China pulling back from this agreement by es- they may be from.
sentially adding restrictions to candidate’s eligibility, the Hong Kong protests uncovered larger JJ.Acuna,
fundamental issues about the state of the city as Wanderlister.com . May 2015
it floats further away from its British Colonial past
.YA H OO.COM / B LOG S / I N S I G H T/ W O R LD - M O ST- EX P EN and into a full socialist assimilation (in theory) by 1S I V E1- HHOMTTPE -SP:E/ /RCA-S .FQ UAI N ARNE -CEF OOTL
I STS - 1 7 0 0 1 0 7 8 6 .H TM L
2046. For example, just last year, property values 2 2 [ H TTP: / / W W W.N Y TI M E S .COM / 2 0 1 4 / 1 1 / 1 9 / R E A L E STATE / H O N G- KO N GS-T IN Yin Hong Kong have skyrocketed to astronomical A PA RTM E N TS .H TM L ?_ R = 0 ]
levels, with some residential properties hitting at
around 175,000 HKD1 a square foot, making it a
city with the most expensive homes in the world.
And due to the Hong Kong developer’s struggle
with available land vs. maximum profit, some new
high rise units are being sold to the public measuring at around 165 to 275 square feet units2…
no larger than the squatters of the Philippines
or the favelas of Latin America. Besides the high
cost of housing, Hong Kong citizens find it hard
to find open and free civic spaces to congregate,
especially in a city where land is scarce and every
square foot of non-public land is quantified and
capitalised. The carefully planned appropriation
of freeways, roads, and intersections by Umbrella
protesters (mostly students) with the use of camp-
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BE AU A RCHI T EC T S A NS WER
A ND PROPOS A L
“N EW HONG KON G ADVEN T UR E IN A R C H I - same roots, the same etymology; so does the
TECTUR E”
word “police”. We don’t want to ignite political

We are very proud of being part of this show along
LT Plus, Mass Operations, and Spatial Practice. We
are thrilled that four Hong Kong based emerging
architecture studios are invited to present their
reflexions about Hong Kong recent evolution and
how it can interact with their practice.
Thanks to the curator, JJ Acuna, and our host
Kapok, this month-long exhibition of works at
the PMQ shop gallery space and in-store visual
merchandising objects in Hong Kong, Tokyo, and
Singapore, will question the theme “New Hong
Kong” according to an ARCHITECTURAL point of
view. That’s new and exciting. That’s also challenging for us as it’s forcing us to materialise a “posture” and make a stand regarding the notion of
“new”, for good or bad.

NEON
M A NIFE S TO
THE UTOPIA- FR EE NEON M A N IF ESTO ?

Why a “manifesto”? Why “neon” and “utopiafree”? And why even call it a “manifesto”? We’ve
been asked to react as thinkers and practitioners
to the words “New Hong Kong”. Part of the curatorial intent for this exhibition was to create a collaborative “utopia-free manifesto” - a collective new
approach to a city, not necessarily transformed
but, in essence, true to itself.
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Hong Kong is changing. Fundamental issues
about the state of the city as the importance of
public space vs. private space, the erosion of
things, the identity of the city itself, are obviously
political. In Greek, “city” and “political” share the

controversies. We don’t want to launch a theological dispute about the past vs. the future and its
inherent risk of memory erosion or DNA modification. We don’t want to argue on purity, order and
cleanliness vs. a messy vitality. What we do want
is to use “what is there”, what already exists in the
city, as a catalyst to stimulate debate about the
role and potential of architecture “FOR THE PEOPLE” in a context of inevitable transformation

This manifesto is a self-conscious production well
aware of its tribute to radical avant-gardism and
hopefully its own mockery and deprecating sense
of humour. Well aware of its weakness too. As Europeans, we know we are surprised and fascinated
by situations considered obvious here in Asia. The
sense of time embedded in the title “New Hong
Kong” is already forcing us to modify our point of
view, from “things will endure longer than us” to
“things will endure less than us”..
This manifesto is of course not only about neon.
Neon is a cliché. To speak about neon is a cliché.
Only if one perverts neon’s physical manifestation as a mean of communication and as a DISAPPEARING ARTEFACT in the city landscape can one
dare to put the words “neon” and “manifesto” together. Neon is a metaphor and more accurately,
the Utopia-Free Neon Manifesto a parable; a tale
illustrating an universal, yet contextual, truth
about the city of Hong Kong, its people, its future
and most importantly about its architecture and
urban environment because, after all, architects is
what we are.
A M ES SY VITA LIT Y ?

Is “messy vitality” the formula for Hong Kong? Is
the visual chaos of suspended signs and messages that literally occupy its streets the mirror image
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of Hong Kong’s “COMPLEXITY and CONTRADICTION”? It is probably, both explicitly and implicitly. Streets are replete with signs hanging from
the façade, which although originally intended to
label and advertise functions, have become stylish objects in themselves. The over-abundance of
these singular identities is giving its character to
the street, the city, defining the spirit of the time,
which, too often reduced to the notion of program, is diverse and conflicting by essence: both
new and old, both decaying and growing, both
pure and dirty. This hybridity is in fact essential to
social articulation as in every sane society.

where man-made artefacts are progressively
considered obsolete?
How can one exist in a
city without complexity and contradiction,
or without diversity and
individuality? How can
one exist in a city where
one can only slide
along the surface of things?

If the disappearance of neon is on the one hand
a metaphor for the erasure of complexity and
contradiction, it can also be seen as a sign of the
distortion of Hong Kong’s DNA, the defeat of its
messy vitality by an obvious and boring unity.
Pushed to its limits, this reasoning raises issues
regarding urban development vision and its related rules and regulations. “New” neutral and globally generic designs have been defining homogeneous cities, with their sleek, stark façades and
lack of concern for their base contexts. The busy
street landscape is literally flattened. From 3D to
2D, what was three-dimensional has become twodimensional. What was spatial and material has
become screen-based and digital, a symbolic aspect of our time that in this manifesto it is our aim
to seriously question.

So how, as architects, can we act? How to deviate this hygienist logic while respecting urban
laws and government rules? We don’t like the
arbitrariness of rules; we never did and never
will. We want to bring back humanity! We want
to create SITUATIONS. From passive acceptance
to active re-appropriation, we call for the creation
of a new logic to approach the city, for a “better
game provoked by human presence”. Neon is a
manifestation of the power of design and its role
in mass communication. If neon has to become a
symbol of resistance against alienation and mediocrity, let’s seize it; let’s use it; let’s abuse it over
and over. Because it is design and communication. Because it has its special sound, colour and
chemistry. Because it needs real people handcraft
and savoir-faire. Because we don’t want it to disappear. Because neon is HONG KONG.

This phenomenon has another consequence: the
simultaneous exaggeration and diminishment
of our perception, leading to the abolition of the
once-essential scale relationship between people
and their city. The codes of language have been
modified both in their message and materiality.
The city itself is changing, influencing the way
people live it. How can one exist in a city where
there is no bridge between gigantic and ridiculously small spaces? How can one exist in a city

D E S VOE UX R OA D, CE N TR A L H ON G KON G © BEAU A R C H IT ECT S

SO W H AT ?

INS TA L L AT ION
A ND DE SIGN
The diptych we propose as an exhibition piece
is based on the posture developed in the “Neon
Manifesto”. Intentionally black and white, as the
two extremes of a colour chart or as inevitable
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complementary counterparts, the two panels illustrate both the conceptual and material aspects
of our practise. Both are similar in size and organisation. One is presenting a collection of words we
keep on using/repeating recurrently, something
in-between a prayer and a set of intellectual
guidelines. On it are superimposed the four letters of our own signature made out of neon, as
a symbol of what has been said in the manifesto.
The other panel shows the plan of the Edouard
Malingue Gallery, our first project in Hong Kong.
Above this drawing is hovering a material object:
the exhibition wall. Both the plan and the wall are
the most essential components of this project,
one endlessly generating the other. Both objects
are “enclosed” by a transparent layer. This symbol,
originally of distance and smoothening, is perverted by the imposition of grids on it. One is the
Durer grid: Static, cold and organised, a perfect
tool for measurement and proportions appreciation, aiming for realism. The other one is inspired
by the drawings of Superstudio and an obvious
tribute to their radical and conceptual approach
influence on our own work.
Apart from this piece, we designed a Visual Merchandising for Kapok in the form of a table-lamp.
For this object, we propose the re-interpretation
of the logo alphabet into a THREE-DIMENSIONAL
neon sign. To link it with our practice and recent

P O RT LA N D STR E E T, M ONG KOK , KOW LO O N © UNKNO WN P H OTO GRAP H ER
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projects, we twist it by using two of BEAU’s favourite gimmicks: the continuous bended line and the
superimposition of plans as generator of spaces.
The letters are distributed on five plans, linked by
a continuous neon tube embedded into a threedimensional transparent acrylic box. This special
piece is unique and will be displayed at Kapok’s

Sun Street shop.
Both the exhibition piece and the table-lamp are
a continuation of conceptual and material explorations we started with our first project, the new
Edouard Malingue Gallery. This project made us
realise more accurately one of the typical context
in which architects have to intervene in Hong
Kong: a neutral space behind a homogeneous
glass tower façade. Apart from the “internal issues” came the question: How could our project
exist within the city landscape? How could we
retake advantage of the situation? It is in this context that we designed our first neon. We moved
the signage in, rotated it, making it address the
street from its 6th floor ceiling suspension. By doing so, neon became again a pragmatic communication tool readable from the street during day
and night, both constituent and constituting the
city’s identity.
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01A

The diptych we propose is based on the posture
developed in the “Neon Manifesto”. Intentionally
black and white,the two panels illustrate both the
conceptual and material aspects of our practise.
Both are similar in size and organisation. One is
presenting a collection of words we keep on using/repeating recurrently, The other panel shows
the plan of the Edouard Malingue Gallery, our
first project in Hong Kong.
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INS TA L L AT ION

The idea is to transform a 2D logo into a 3D object. The logo is imagined by our graphic designers Caroline Dath and Damien Safie from “Kidnap
your Designer”. The concept is a contraction of our
name by superposition of the letters B E A U. The
lines blend, creating a unique sign. For the neon,
we emphasize the superposition and isolate each
letter. The neon is handmade in Hong Kong by
David Tong, the owner of Ming Wah Neon light
co ltd.
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02A

For the Kapok visual merchandising, we propose
the re-interpretation of the logo alphabet into a
three-dimensional neon sign. To link it with our
practice and recent projects, we twist it using two
of BEAU’s favourite gimmicks: the continuous
bended line and the superimposition of plans as
generator of spaces.

K A POK V ISUA L
MERCH A NDISING
02B

The letters are distributed on five plans, linked by
a continuous neon tube embedded into a threedimensional transparent acrylic box.
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V ISUA L
MERCH A NDISING
AS AN
ACCIDEN TA L
TA BL E- L A MP
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EDOUA RD
M A L INGUE
G A L L ER Y
NEON SIGN

03A

The Edouard Malingue Art Gallery is a project
where we had the chance to design everything
including the office lights. One module made out
of one constant neon line can be read as an “M”,
an “E” or the plan of the exhibition space inside
the gallery. In the director office the neon is a repetition of 2 modules. In the staff office the neon
extends to 6.
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03C

This project made us realise more accurately one
of the typical context in which architects have to
intervene in Hong Kong: a neutral space behind a
homogeneous glass tower façade. Apart from the
“internal issues” came the question: How could
our project exist within the city landscape?.

HOW COUL D
OUR PRO JEC T
E X IS T WI T HIN
T HE CI T Y
L A NDSC A PE?
03D

How could we retake advantage of the situation?
It is in this context that we designed our first
neon. We moved the signage in, rotated it, making it address the street from its 6th floor ceiling
suspension. By doing so, neon became again a
pragmatic communication tool readable from the
street during day and night, both constituent and
constituting the city’s identity.
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IN T ER V IE W BY J J. ACUN A
T HE WA NDERL IS T ER+
JJ.Acuna:How did BEAU Architects form and why?
BEAU Architects:Friends were asking us to design
their projects. We started with Edouard and Lorraine Malingue. For us, their art gallery is the project that really launched BEAU architects.
JJ:Why did BEAU Architects choose Hong Kong as
a city to do their practice, Now?
B:We arrived in Hong Kong by chance and need
of adventures. We stay by bewitchment and envy
to learn and give more.
JJ:Tell us briefly about the concept of your “Neon
Manifesto”, which defines your exhibition piece at
PMQ.
B:Our Neon Manifesto is the opportunity to study
a specific aspect of Hong Kong, and explain how
our practice is connected to its context & culture.
It is a fact that neon is part of the city and we are
not the only one to regret their demise. In this exhibition we explain how architects can fight the
“smoothing” and “globalization” of cities. With an
example of our work combined with our practice
“rules”, we illustrate how we can deflect standard
rules and invite other to do the same.
JJ:If I say the word “NEW HONG KONG”, what is it
that you think about or have in your mind?
B:“New Hong Kong” is related to an emerging spirit we discovered during the umbrella movement.
It is very visible in some places, as Wontonmeen,
a collective, functionally hybrid space where we
have our office. These people fill the gap between
an inevitable mutation phenomenon and Hong
Kong heritage. “New Hong Kong” is not related to
new buildings, new shops or new institutions but
to new strategies and way of thinking.
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JJ:How do you think architects and architecture
can stay relevant to our society today? Or do you
think they’re no longer relevant in the way we
thought they would be say ten or even twenty

years ago?
B:By not blindly following trends or irrelevant demands. By remaining faithful to our convictions
and values whatever new challenges is facing
architecture. That attitude was relevant 20, even
100 years ago, and still is.
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